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Abstract. Energetic ions lose their energy in tissue mainly by ionising its molecules. This produces sec-
ondary electrons which transport this energy radially away from the ion path. The ranges of most of these
electrons do not exceed a few nanometres, therefore large energy densities (radial doses) are produced
within a narrow region around the ion trajectory. Large energy density gradients correspond to large pres-
sure gradients and this brings about shock waves propagating away from the ion path. Previous works have
studied these waves by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations investigating their damaging effects on DNA
molecules. However, these simulations where performed assuming that all energy lost by ions is deposited
uniformly in thin cylinders around their path. In the present work, the radial dose distributions, calculated
by solving the diffusion equation for the low energy electrons and complemented with a semi-empirical
inclusion of more energetic δ-electrons, are used to set up initial conditions for the shock wave simulation.
The effect of these energy distributions vs. stepwise energy distributions in tracks on the strength of shock
waves induced by carbon ions both in the Bragg peak region and out of it is studied by MD simulations.
1 Introduction
The interaction of energetic ion beams with biological
materials is of great relevance in several disciplines includ-
ing radiation protection and radiotherapy. The human
body is bombarded by charged particles (i.e., protons,
alpha particles) coming from natural radioactivity on
Earth as well as during manned missions in space. Also,
nuclear reactors produce artificial sources of energetic par-
ticles that can reach the operators. The ionising effects of
these radiations can damage cells, therefore the dose deliv-
ered has to be monitored and unwanted exposure reduced
by designing appropriate shielding [1]. Nevertheless ionis-
ing radiation can also be used for therapeutic purposes
and beams of energetic ions (mainly protons and car-
bon ions) have been used since the 1990s in the advanced
radiotherapy technique known as ion-beam cancer therapy
(IBCT) [2,3]. Ion beams feature an inverse depth-dose pro-
file, where the energy loss reaches a maximum rate at low
projectile velocities. This sharp maximum in the energy
deposition is located at the very end of the ion trajec-
tory and is known as the Bragg peak. The position of the
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Bragg peak for given ions and tissue depends on the initial
energy of the ions. The latter can be tuned in such a way
that the Bragg peak position overlaps with the tumour.
This maximises the radiation impact on the tumour while
sparing the surrounding healthy tissues. Therefore IBCT
is an especially attractive technique for treating deeply
seated tumours located near sensitive organs such as the
brain stem or the optical nerve.
Apart from this main (macroscopic) feature, IBCT
also has an increased cell-killing efficiency as compared
to conventional radiotherapy (this is known as hav-
ing an increased relative biological effectiveness) which
arises from physico-chemical processes occurring on the
nanoscale [4]. Energetic ions lose their energy in tissue
mainly by ionisation of its molecules. Most of the ejected
secondary electrons have relatively low energies, indeed
more than 80% of them have energies below 50 eV [5].
This only slightly depends on ion type, its energy and on
the biological target [6–8]. The number of secondary elec-
trons is roughly proportional to the linear energy transfer
(LET) and tens of them can be produced on each nm of
ion trajectory in the Bragg peak. Sub-45-eV electrons can
travel only a few nanometers and therefore the energy lost
by ions is deposited in a narrow region around their paths
such that radial doses steeply decrease with the radii of
the cylinder surrounding the ion path.
The large number densities of reactive species induced
by ionisation are prone to produce clustered patterns of
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damage in biomolecules surrounding the ion path. Such
clustered damage in DNA molecules is likely to be lethal
for cells and this increases the relative biological effec-
tiveness of ion beams. Moreover, the energy deposition in
narrow regions occurs very quickly, by ∼50 fs after ion
passage, and cannot be effectively dissipated by other
mechanisms, e.g. electron–phonon interaction or diffusion,
occurring on much longer times scales [9,10]. Thus the
rapid, intense radial doses create the conditions for a
strong explosion (very high pressure within a cylinder of
∼1-nm radius) that causes an onset of ion-induced shock
waves [11]. Such a dynamical response of the system on
the nanometre scale changes the accepted scenario with
track structure followed by chemical stage [12].
These shock waves are an important part of the com-
prehensive scenario according to the predictions of the
multiscale approach (MSA) to the physics of ion beam
cancer therapy [5,13,14]. The MSA is a phenomenon-based
largely analytical method that is aimed at understanding
the radiation damage with ions on a quantitative level. Its
predictive power was recently demonstrated by the com-
parison of calculated cell survival probabilities for different
doses, LET, oxygen concentrations and DNA repair effi-
ciency levels with those obtained experimentally [5,15,16].
The role of shock waves was included in these calculations.
One of the predicted effects of shock waves is a direct
one, i.e., that ion-induced shock waves are capable of pro-
ducing thermomechanical damage to biomolecules such as
DNA if the latter are located sufficiently close to the ion
path and LET is large enough [17]. The other is related to
the transport of reactive species produced in the vicinity
of the ion path. According to the analysis of production
and transport of reactive species (such as hydroxyl radi-
cals and solvated electrons) [9] in absence of shock waves
these species cannot propagate fast enough to leave tracks
and avoid reacting with each other. In contrast, the col-
lective flow of shock waves is instrumental in the swift
transport of reactive species and is more effective (by a
factor of about 80 for carbon ions around the Bragg peak
[18]) than diffusion. This spreads the radicals out to larger
volumes increasing the radiation damage.
In previous work ([17,19–21] and references therein)
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to
explore the damaging effects of ion-induced shock waves
on DNA molecules. They studied the energy deposited
into covalent bonds by stress due to the shock wave at
different values of LET. Covalent bonds located in the
immediate vicinity to a track gained sufficient energy to
be broken, corresponding to DNA strand breaks. This was
observed in simulations for values of LET corresponding
to Bragg peaks of heavy ions (heavier than Ar) [17,20,21].
It was also shown in [19,21] that the wave front char-
acteristics, obtained from MD, perfectly agree with the
features obtained from an analytical hydrodynamic model
[11]. However, thus far, the shock waves have not been
observed experimentally.
All these simulations have been performed using the
“hot cylinder” approximation in which the thermal energy
that gives rise to shock waves is assumed to be uniformly
distributed within a 1-nm-radius cylinder around the ion
path. This radius was estimated as the average distance
at which secondary electrons lose most of their energy,
according to the random walk approximation to describe
their motion [17]. Nevertheless the random walk approx-
imation leading to the description of secondary electron
transport by diffusion equations allows us to obtain the
radial dose around the ion path. This permits us to set
up the initial conditions for the simulations of the shock
waves in a more realistic way than the uniform energy
distribution within a hot cylinder.
In the present work the diffusion equations are solved in
order to describe the transport of sub-45-eV electrons and
obtain the radial dose around the ion path, both in and
out of the Bragg peak region. In addition to the sub-45-eV
electrons more energetic electrons (referred to here as δ-
electrons) are included in the calculation of the radial dose
by a spatially restricted LET equation [22]. This repro-
duces a large-radii tail of the radial dose characteristic for
energetic ions. The resulting radial doses, at the end of the
formation of track-structure but prior to shock wave devel-
opment, are in good agreement with experimental data
for tissue-equivalent gas and Monte Carlo simulations.
The addition of δ-electrons eliminates the only adjustable
parameter previously used for the calculation of the radial
dose [9]. These radial doses are then used to obtain the
initial energy distributions for atoms in the MD simu-
lations of carbon ion-induced shock waves both in and
out of the Bragg peak region. The effect of these initial
conditions is analysed and compared to previous simula-
tions using the hot cylinder approximation. The strength
of ion-induced shock waves and its dependence on LET is
analysed. The simulations were performed using the MBN
Explorer simulation package [23].
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes
the radial dose calculation based on solving the diffu-
sion equation for sub-45-eV electrons and the inclusion
of δ-electrons contribution. The MD simulations of the
ion-induced shock waves, using the radial doses obtained
in Section 2, are described in Section 3. The results of
these simulations are given in Section 4 where MD data
are compared to the analytical hydrodynamic model. The
final conclusions and remarks are given in Section 5.
2 Radial dose around energetic ion paths
The transport of sub-50-eV secondary electrons has been
analysed in a number of works related to the MSA to
the physics of radiation damage with ions [5,9,13,14].
The random walk approximation leading to the diffusion
equations used in these works adequately described their
transport because their elastic as well as inelastic scatter-
ing cross sections were assumed to be isotropic in the first
approximation. This approach has led to the calculation
of the radial dose distribution [9]. The lack of attention
to higher energy electrons has been justified by the fact
that in all these works, the ions were considered to be in
the Bragg peak region, where the fraction of higher energy
electrons is small and the energy of these electrons is lim-
ited by kinematics. However, out of the Bragg peak region,
where the ions are more energetic, a few very energetic
δ-electrons are capable of transferring a non negligible
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amount of energy far away from the ion path. Therefore
a proper description of the radial dose out of the Bragg
peak region must account for δ-electrons.
In this work the vast majority of electrons (sub-45-
eV electrons) are described by the latest implementation
of diffusion equations for two generations of electrons
(Sect. 2.1). This more sophisticated approach is capable of
describing the main effects produced by these numerous
electrons in the MSA [5,9,15]. In addition the δ-electrons,
much less frequent, will be included here by a simpler
methodology based on a spatially restricted LET formula
[22] (Sect. 2.2). In Section 2.3 we explain how the con-
tributions of sub-45-eV and δ-electrons to the radial dose
can be added and correctly weighted.
2.1 The contribution of sub-45-eV electrons to the
radial dose distribution
The transport of sub-45-eV electrons is described by dif-
fusion equations that correspond to two generations of
electrons [9]:
∂n1(r, t)
∂t
= D1∇2n1(r, t)− n1(r, t)
τ1
, (1)
∂n2(r, t)
∂t
= D2∇2n2(r, t) + 2n1(r, t)
τ1
− n2(r, t)
τ2
, (2)
where ni(r, t) are the electron densities at a location r
(this vector connects the point of origin of the electron on
the path and its observation point) and time t for the first
(i = 1) and the second generation (i = 2) of electrons. The
more energetic electrons of the first generation (produced
by the ion) undergo multiple elastic scattering (described
by the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1)) before they lose
their energy in inelastic collisions after an average time
τ1 (second term on the r.h.s.) and thus form the second
generation of electrons. The electrons of second generation
also scatter elastically (first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2))
until they finally lose most of their energy and thermalise
or become low-energy electrons after an average time τ2
(third term on the r.h.s., of Eq. (2)). These low-energy
electrons are still capable of inducing DNA damage, but
do not have sufficient energy to affect the radial dose
distribution. The electrons of the first and the second
generations are assumed to have energies W of 45 and
15 eV, respectively. The transition of an electron from the
first to second generation is assumed to be an ionisation
event in which an average energy ω ≈ 15 eV is deposited
to the medium and the remaining energy is equally dis-
tributed between the ionising and newly ejected electrons
(second term on the r.h.s., of Eq. (2)). The diffusion
coefficients Di are related to the elastic mean free paths
λel,i by Di = viλel,i/6, and the average times for inelas-
tic collisions are related to the inelastic mean free paths
λinel,i by τi = λinel,i/vi, vi being the electron velocity of
the corresponding generation. We use the same values as
in reference [9]: D1 = 0.265 nm
2/fs, D2 = 0.057 nm
2/fs,
τ1 = 0.64 fs and τ2 = 15.3 fs. The more energetic elec-
trons have a longer elastic mean free path and a shorter
Fig. 1. Radial dose produced in liquid water by a 200-keV/u
carbon ion as a function of time after ion traversal. Lines show
present calculations using the diffusion equation for different
times. The right axis represents the scale of pressure building
up around the ion path.
inelastic mean free path, while the situation is reversed
for the lower energy electrons.
The solutions of equations (1) and (2) are given in detail
in reference [9]. They yield the electron densities for first
and second generations as a function of time t and the
radial distance from the path ρ:
n1(ρ, t) =
dN(T )
dl
1
4piD1t
exp
(
− ρ
2
4D1t
− t
τ1
)
, (3)
n2(ρ, t) = 2
1
4piτ1
dN(T )
dl
∫ t
0
1
D1t′ +D2(t− t′)
× exp
(
− ρ
2
4(D1t′ +D2(t− t′)
− t− t
′
τ2
− t
′
τ1
)
dt′, (4)
where dN(T )/dl is the number of electrons ejected per
unit path length by an ion with kinetic energy T , i.e., the
ionisation inverse mean free path [7,8]. From equations (3)
and (4) the radial energy deposition density profile at a
given time t is calculated by:
∂ε(ρ, t)
∂t
=ω
[
dN(T )
dl
δ2(ρ)δ(t)+
n1(ρ, t)
τ1
+
n2(ρ, t)
τ2
]
. (5)
The second and third terms on the r.h.s. of equation (5)
refer to the inelastic collisions of the electrons of the first
and second generations, respectively, while the first term
accounts for the energy deposited by direct ionisation by
ion impact along the path, δ being delta functions in space
and time. The energy deposition is simply related to the
radial dose D(ρ, t) by D(ρ, t) = ε(ρ, t)/2piρdρl%, where l
is the ion path length and % is the mass density of liquid
water.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the radial dose of
a carbon ion in the Bragg peak region (T = 200 keV/u).
It takes approximately ∼50 fs for all the electrons of the
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Fig. 2. Radial doses produced in liquid water by (a) a 1-MeV
proton, (b) a 200-keV/u carbon ion and (c) a 2-MeV/u car-
bon ion. Lines correspond to the present calculations (see the
text for details), symbols are the results from Monte Carlo
simulations [29–32], and stars depict experimental data for
tissue-equivalent gas [28].
second generation to experience inelastic collisions, and
then the radial dose converges. This time is short when
compared to the characteristic times for the mechanisms
capable of dissipating these energies, such as electron–
phonon interaction or diffusion, the latter being on the
ps scale [9,10]. The radial dose is built up much faster cre-
ating the conditions for a strong explosion of the medium
on the ps scale.
As has been shown in reference [9] the radial dose
is equal to the pressure built up around the ion path.
The pressure profile for a carbon ion in the Bragg peak
region is represented in Figure 1 with a scale on the right
Fig. 3. Integral of the radial energy deposited in liquid water
by (a) a 1-MeV proton, (b) a 200-keV/u carbon ion and (c) a
2-MeV/u carbon ion. Vertical dotted lines mark the radius ρ∆
corresponding to the restricted stopping power S∆ as defined
in Section 4 (horizontal dotted lines). Horizontal dashed lines
represent the unrestricted stopping power S of the ions (see
the text for details).
hand side axis. Such large pressures are enough to pro-
duce the hydrodynamic response of the liquid medium.
The hydrodynamic treatment of the following expan-
sion, which satisfies the conditions of “strong explosion”,
was given in reference [11]. The hydrodynamic treatment
allows us to obtain useful physical characteristics of the
ion-induced shock waves, and can serve as a benchmark
for MD simulations [21].
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Table 1. Physical characteristics of ions of energy T , for which the radial doses have been calculated. The ω-values
quoted are those needed for pure diffusion without consideration of δ-electrons (this parameter always being 15 eV when
including δ-electrons, see the text for details). The stopping power S, the number of ejected electrons per nanometer
dN/dl, as well as the number of sub-45-eV electrons dN45eV/dl, as used in the diffusion equations, are quoted.
Ion T (MeV/u) S [24] (eV/A˚) ω ≈ 15 (eV) dN/dl (e−/nm) dN45eV/dl (e−/nm)
H 1.0 2.6 19.0 0.36 0.27
C 0.2 112.5 15.0 19.5 13.63
C 2.0 56.53 20.5 7.32 5.67
Fig. 4. Continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA)
range of electrons in liquid water as a function of their
energy for different electron thermalisation energies Wmin
(solid and dashed lines). The dotted line represents GEANT4-
DNA Monte Carlo results [36] while symbols are a compilation
of reference data [35].
The volume integral of the radial dose energy per unit
length along the ion path should converge to the total
energy lost by the ion, in average, per unit path length,
i.e., the electronic stopping power S(T ) = −〈dT (T )/dl〉
[9]: ∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∂ε(ρ, t)
∂t
2piρdρdt = S(T ). (6)
The diffusion equations are only appropriate to describe
sub-45-eV electrons. As a consequence, if we try to
describe the transport of all the electrons by diffusion
(using the average energy W = 45 eV for all first genera-
tion electrons) the average energy transferred per collision
ω, which should be ∼15 eV, has to be treated as an
adjustable parameter that can be obtained from equation
(6).
This necessity to adjust ω when δ-electrons are not con-
sidered is exemplified by three different cases in Figures
2 and 3. Figure 2 shows, by dotted lines, the calculated
radial doses in liquid water for (a) 1-MeV protons, (b)
200-keV/u carbon ions (energy in the Bragg peak region)
and (c) 2-MeV/u carbon ions using the diffusion equa-
tion alone to describe all the electrons. The integral of
the energy deposition as a function of the radius is also
shown by dotted lines in Figure 3. The quantity ω has
to take different values in each case in order to integrate
to the known stopping power [24]: this is 19 eV for 1-
MeV protons, 15 eV for 200-keV/u carbon, and 20.5 eV
for 2-MeV/u carbon. The corresponding stopping pow-
ers (obtained for ions in liquid water from the dielectric
formalism [24–27]) and ω-values for each case are sum-
marised in Table 1. It is worth noting that for carbon ions
in the Bragg peak, ω = 15 eV, as expected. This is just a
reflection of the fact that, in the Bragg peak, the role of
δ-electrons is not important. However, for more energetic
ions, ω deviates from 15 eV due to the fact that δ-electrons
are neglected. This free parameter will be removed when
δ-electrons are accounted for as will be described in the
next section.
2.2 Accounting for δ-electrons
The fact that ω is an adjustable parameter in the dif-
fusion equations described in the previous section is a
consequence of normalisation of the radial dose to the
stopping power, expressed by equation (6). Since in the
diffusion description all the electrons are treated as if
they had the average energies of 45 eV (first generation)
or 15 eV (second generation), it cannot include the large
radii tail of the radial dose arising from the energetic δ-
electrons. This tail is clearly seen for 1-MeV protons and
2-MeV/u carbon ions in Figure 2, where experimental
data for tissue-equivalent gas [28] and results from dif-
ferent Monte Carlo simulations and models [29–32] are
depicted. In the following analysis we will account for
the δ-electron contribution by making use of a spatially
restricted LET equation [22].
In the first approximation the fraction of energy
deposited within a microscopic cylinder, centred at the
ion path, of radius ρ by an ion of energy T can be esti-
mated within the LET (or restricted stopping power)
approximation, given by [22,33]:
f(T, ρ) =
S∆(T )
S(T )
=
∫ ∆
0
(~ω)
dΛ(T )
dω
dω∫ Wmax
0
(~ω)
dΛ(T )
dω
dω
≈ ln
(
Wmax∆/I
2
)
2 ln (Wmax/I)
, (7)
where the threshold energy ∆ = ∆(ρ) corresponds to
the energy needed to produce an electron with range
R = ρ. dΛ(T )/dω is the inelastic singly differential inverse
mean free path as a function of the energy transfer ~ω,
Wmax(T ) = 4
m
M T is the maximum energy that is possible
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to transfer to a secondary electron of mass m [34], M is the
ion mass, and I is the mean excitation energy of the mate-
rial. S∆(T ) denotes the restricted stopping power or LET
[33] while S(T ) is the stopping power of the ion of energy
T . The last expression in equation (7) comes from using
the Bethe formula for the stopping power [22]. The range
of an electron with kinetic energy W is usually calcu-
lated within the continuous slowing down approximation
(CSDA) as:
R(W ) =
∫ W
Wmin
dW ′
S(W ′)
, (8)
where Wmin is the minimum thermalisation energy for
electrons. The range-energy relation obtained by different
models is given in Figure 4 for electrons in water. Symbols
represent a compilation of reference data [35], while the
dotted line are GEANT4-DNA Monte Carlo calculation
results [36]. The solid and dashed lines give the CSDA
ranges calculated using equation (8) and the electronic
stopping powers obtained from the dielectric formalism
(as explained in references [37,38], although in this case
using the extended-Drude method, as explained, e.g., in
reference [8], accurate enough for high energies), employ-
ing a thermalisation energy of 45 and 7 eV, respectively.
The decrease of the threshold energy produces an increase
of the CSDA range. However, too low thresholds should be
avoided in the current framework where the nuclear stop-
ping power, important at low energies, is disregarded. The
use of a threshold at 45 eV reproduces the high energy ref-
erence data quite well [35] and is in good agreement with
Monte Carlo results [36]. This threshold is also useful for
separating sub-45-eV and δ-electron contributions as it is
explained below, so we will use Wmin = 45 eV from now
on.
In the LET approximation all the electrons with a range
larger than the cylinder radius ρ are assumed to escape
it depositing no energy within it. This always underesti-
mates the amount of energy deposited since it neglects (i)
the energy deposited by electrons escaping from the cylin-
der on their way out and (ii) binding energies deposited by
the electrons escaping from the cylinder. Xapsos [22] sug-
gested an extended spatially restricted LET equation in
which these two contributions are accounted for by replac-
ing ∆ in equation (7) by ∆+∆1 +∆2. The parameters ∆1
and ∆2 phenomenologically increase the threshold energy
due to reasons (i) and (ii) and virtually also increase the
cylinder dimensions to account for the energy transfers
missed by the LET approximation. These parameters were
found by using simple arguments related to their expected
asymptotic behaviour for small and large cylinders [22].
The result is [22]:
fion(T, ρ)=
ln
(
Wmax[∆+(1−∆/Wmax(∆+I)]/I2
)
2 ln (Wmax/I)
. (9)
It has been demonstrated that this approximation gives
energy depositions within nanometric and micrometric
volumes in accordance with Monte Carlo simulations [22].
Using fion, the dose deposited within a cylindrical shell of
radius ρ and width dρ can be calculated as:
D(T, ρ) = S(T )
%pil
[
fion(T, ρ+ dρ)
(ρ+ dρ)2
− fion(T, ρ)
ρ2
]
, (10)
where % is the mass density of the target and l the ion
path length.
2.3 Separating sub-45-eV and δ-electron
contributions
It is tempting to simply sum the contributions from the
diffusion equation for low radii (Eq. (5)) and the spatially
restricted LET equation for large radii (Eq. (10)). How-
ever some care should be taken in order not to double
count electrons in this description. The diffusion equation
describes electrons below 45 eV, so we have to apply it
only to the number of electrons ejected below this energy.
Similarly, the spatially restricted LET equation must be
forced to only describe electrons above 45 eV.
Regarding the sub-45-eV-electron contribution, it can
be easily determined by using the singly differential ioni-
sation inverse mean free path (SDIMFP), i.e., the energy
spectrum of ejected electrons. This quantity can be cal-
culated within the framework of the dielectric formalism
[7,8]. A sample calculation is given for 1-MeV protons in
liquid water in Figure 5a. The integral of the SDIMFP
over energies up to W gives the number of electrons
ejected per unit path length with an energy equal or lower
than W . This quantity is depicted for 1-MeV protons in
water in Figure 5b, and it integrates to the total ionisation
inverse mean free path (TIMFP). From this we can obtain
the number of electrons ejected per unit path length with
energies below 45 eV, dN45eV/dl, and use this quantity in
the diffusion equations (3)–(5).
As can be seen in Figure 5b out of the 0.36 electrons per
nanometer ejected by 1-MeV protons, 0.27 (75%) of them
have energy below 45 eV while the remaining 0.09 (25%)
are ejected with energies above 45 eV. We will consider the
former as sub-45-eV electrons which can be treated by the
diffusion equations (using ω = 15 eV) while the latter will
be regarded as high-energy electrons (δ) and they will be
treated by the spatially restricted LET formula.
The dashed lines in Figure 2 show the radial doses cal-
culated by the diffusion equations when they are only
applied to the sub-45-eV electrons, as obtained from the
calculated SDIMFP. For carbon ions in the Bragg peak,
19.5 electrons are ejected per nm, of which 13.63 are sub-
45-eV (69.7%). For 2-MeV/u carbon ions, 5.67 (77.5%)
electrons of the 7.32 electrons/nm ejected are sub-45-eV.
All these quantities are summarised in Table 1. Figure 3
shows, by dashed lines, the integrals of these radial doses
as a function of the radius. They are found to converge
to values much lower than the stopping power, since the
contribution from δ electrons has still to be included.
Regarding the δ-electron contribution coming from the
spatially restricted LET formula the calculation of the
dose, equation (10), depends on the fraction of energy
deposited fion given by equation (9). This expression
in turn depends on the range-energy relation shown in
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Fig. 5. (a) Ionisation singly differential inverse mean free path
(SDIMFP) for 1-MeV protons in liquid water, and (b) integral
of the SDIMFP as a function of the secondary electron energy
W . Horizontal lines mark the total ionisation inverse mean free
path (TIMFP) and the number of sub-45-eV electrons ejected
per nanometer.
Figure 4, which determines the cutoff energy ∆ cor-
responding to each radius ρ. As discussed above the
calculation of the CSDA range depends on the thermalisa-
tion energy Wmin chosen for the secondary electrons. The
solid line in Figure 4 is calculated setting Wmin = 45 eV.
This choice, apart from accurately reproducing the refer-
ence data for high energy electrons [35], also ensures every
electron treated by the spatially restricted LET equation
with W ≤ 45 eV to have a range R → 0, as can be seen
in Figure 4. The consequence of this is that all of these
electrons will not be capable of moving from the ion path
and they will deposit their energy exactly at ρ = 0. This
behaviour is seen in Figure 6, where the fraction of energy
fion deposited within a cylinder of radius ρ is plotted. This
fraction correctly converges to unity for long radii and goes
to ∼0.6 for ρ = 0. This is the fraction of energy deposited
at ρ = 0 by all the electrons with energies W ≤ 45 eV.
Therefore, since we will treat these electrons by diffusion,
the only thing we need to do is to disregard the energy
deposited at ρ = 0, as obtained with equation (9) when
setting Wmin = 45 eV. In this way, the electrons with ener-
gies below 45 eV (sub-45-eV) are described by diffusion by
virtue of the SDIMFP (dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3), while
the spatially restricted LET equation is only describing
the energy deposited by electrons above 45 eV (δ), such
that there is no double counting of electrons.
The δ-electron contribution to the radial dose is shown
by dash-dotted lines in Figures 2 and 3. As can be seen the
δ-electrons account for the large radii tail of the radial dose
which compares fairly well with the experimental data
for tissue equivalent gas for 1-MeV protons [28] as well
as with the results of different Monte Carlo simulations
and models for 1-MeV protons and 2-MeV/u carbon ions
[29–32]. The integral of the radial dose coming from δ-
electrons is shown in Figure 3 by dash-dotted lines and
accounts for an important fraction of the total energy
deposited by the ion. This contribution is more modest
for carbon in the Bragg peak, where it goes up to 30% of
the total deposited dose. However, the energy deposited
by δ-electrons is much more important for high energy
ions going up to 40% for 1-MeV protons and for 2-MeV/u
carbon ions.
Finally, the sum of the sub-45-eV and δ-electron con-
tributions to the radial dose is given in Figures 2 and 3
by solid lines. The resulting radial doses are in fairly good
agreement with the experimental [28] and Monte Carlo
data [29–32] both for short and long radii. Notice that
these are the doses calculated at the end of the track-
structure development and before the shock wave onset,
so this is why they are in agreement with the cited exper-
iments in the gas phase and Monte Carlo simulations, in
which the shock wave does not appear. The integral of
the radial doses correctly converges to the stopping power
without the need to adjust ω anymore; this parameter is
now fixed to 15 eV in all of the cases. All these facts are
in favour of the chosen recipe to calculate radial doses
accounting for the contributions of both sub-45-eV and
δ-electrons.
3 Simulation of ion-induced shock waves
In the previous section we have calculated radial doses at
the end of the track-structure development. As has been
mentioned this radial dose also corresponds to the pres-
sure profile built up around the energetic ion path, large
enough to prompt a hydrodynamic response of the liquid
medium. In previous works [17,21] shock waves were sim-
ulated using classical MD but assuming that the radial
dose distribution is a step function so that the energy is
uniformly distributed inside a “hot” 1-nm-radius cylinder.
Here the obtained radial doses will be used to set up ini-
tial conditions for the MD simulations and the results will
be compared with those obtained for hot cylinder based
simulations, both in and out of the Bragg peak region.
In MD simulations [39] the classical trajectories of all
the atoms of the system, determined by their mutual inter-
action forces, are followed in time. The coordinates ri(t)
and velocities vi(t) of each atom i of mass mi are found at
discrete time steps dt by numerically solving the Langevin
equation:
mi
d2ri
dt2
=
∑
j 6=i
F ij − 1
τd
mivi +F i, (11)
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Table 2. Summary of the MD simulations performed for carbon ion-induced shock waves. For 200-keV/u and 2-MeV/u
carbon ions simulations have been done in the hot cylinder approximation as well as using the radial doses calculated
without (pure diffusion) and with δ-electrons. The restricted stopping powers S∆ used for fitting the hydrodynamic
equations and their ratio to the stopping power S are quoted, as well as the radii corresponding to each restricted
stopping power (as determined from Fig. 3). See the text for details.
T (MeV/u) Simulation type S∆ (eV/A˚) S∆/S ρ∆ (nm)
0.2 Hot cylinder 112.5 1.0 1.0
0.2 Pure diffusion 92.25 0.82 1.8
0.2 Diffusion + δ 78.41 0.697 2.2
2.0 Hot cylinder 56.53 1.0 1.0
2.0 Pure diffusion 20.5 0.655 1.0
2.0 Diffusion + δ 19.16 0.339 0.9
Fig. 6. Fraction of energy deposited by secondary electrons
within a cylinder of radius ρ around a 1 MeV proton path in
liquid water.
in which
∑
j 6=i F ij is the total force acting on atom i due
to its interaction with all the rest of atoms j in the system
(i.e., a system of coupled Newton’s second law equations).
The system of particles is kept close to a constant temper-
ature T by coupling it to a Langevin thermostat through
the second and third terms on the right hand side of
equation (11) which act as a viscous force on each par-
ticle of velocity vi plus a random collision force. τd is the
damping time of the thermostat and F i is a random force
with dispersion σ2i = 2mikBT /τd with kB being the Boltz-
mann’s constant. The non pair-wise nature of the chemical
bonding in biological molecules, where specific groups of
atoms adopt given geometries, is accounted for in MD
through the introduction of molecular mechanics poten-
tials such as the CHARMM force field [40]. In CHARMM,
the force acting on the atom i is obtained from the poten-
tial energy map U(R) of the given set of coordinates R
as
∑
j 6=i F ij = ∂U(R)/∂ri and comprises a combination
of energies arising from the distances of bonds between
pairs of atoms, the angles formed between groups of three
sequentially bonded atoms, the dihedral and improper
angles formed by groups of four bonded atoms as well as
the nonbonding interactions between pairs of atoms, i.e.,
the pure Coulomb force and the van der Waals interaction.
In order to set up the MD simulations of shock waves,
we built liquid water boxes of density 1 g/cm3 of 17 nm
distance from the centre to the boundary (x–z plane) and
a length of l = 4.346 nm (y direction) which were put into
periodic boundary conditions [21]. The boxes were opti-
mised and equilibrated at body temperature (T = 310 K)
with MBN Explorer [23] using the Langevin thermostat
and the CHARMM force field, as explained in reference
[21].
The ion path is considered to cross the centre of the box
in the y direction. The box may then be divided in concen-
tric cylindrical shells of water molecules of 1 A˚ thickness
around the ion path. The velocities at equilibrium of
atoms i at each shell j can be scaled by a parameter αj
depending on the amount of energy deposited in this shell
as:
Nj∑
i
1
2
mi,j(αj · vi,j)2 = 3NjkBT
2
+ fjSl. (12)
The first term on the right hand side of the equation
corresponds to the initial kinetic energy of the atoms in
the cylindrical shell j (with Nj atoms) at equilibrium
(T = 310 K). The second term is the energy deposited
by the ion in the shell j when crossing the system which
is its stopping power S times the length of the simulation
box l times the fraction of the energy deposited in this
shell fj , as obtained from the radial dose.
It should be noted that the initial velocities of the atoms
are only scaled in modulus, and not modified in direc-
tion. The energy transfer from the electronic excitations
of the water molecules to their translational, vibrational
and rotational degrees of freedom through the electron–
phonon coupling does not have any special directionality.
It is worth noticing, as it will be shown in Section 4, that
the water collective flow arises even though atomic initial
velocities are randomly oriented according to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. This fact supports the prediction
of this effect after ion irradiation, which is not artificially
set up by a radial orientation of the initial velocities.
Once the initial velocities of atoms of each cylindrical
shell j are determined according to equation (12) the sim-
ulation of the shock wave is performed by turning off the
thermostat in order to conserve the energy deposited by
the ion in the medium. The results of these simulations
are presented in the next section.
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4 Results and discussion
In this section we will analyse the results of MD simula-
tions with initial conditions corresponding to the calcu-
lated radial dose distributions (see Sect. 2) compared to
those with a step function energy distribution. Carbon-
induced shock waves are discussed since carbon is one of
the most employed ions in beam therapies and the shock
wave effect is much more profound than in a proton-beam
therapy.
Simulations have been performed for two energies: 200-
keV/u, which is the energy in the Bragg peak region, and
2-MeV/u, which is a higher energy found out of the Bragg
peak region. The radial doses for these two ions are shown
in Figures 2b and 2c. The main effect of the radial dose is
spreading the energy lost by the projectile out in the radial
direction. This spreading is the more important in the sit-
uation where more energetic (δ) electrons are produced,
i.e., for more energetic ions out of the Bragg peak region.
There the strength of the induced shock waves is weakened
compared to the hot cylinder approximation. To analyse
these effects, three situations are considered for each ion
energy: (i) step-function radial energy distribution (hot
cylinder approximation), (ii) radial dose-like distribution
without δ-electrons contribution, and (iii) radial dose-
like distribution with δ-electrons included. The different
simulations performed are summarised in Table 2. As dis-
cussed, the role of δ-electrons is only expected to have
influence for the 2-MeV/u case, since their contribution
in the Bragg peak is small.
The strength of pressure waves generated in these three
situations is analysed in comparison with the analytical
hydrodynamic model developed in reference [11]. This
approach, in which the energy is assumed to be deposited
in an infinitely thin volume, predicts several physical prop-
erties of the shock waves such as the position of the wave
front as a function of time:
R(t) = β
√
t
[
S
%
]1/4
, (13)
or the pressure on the wave front as a function of its radius,
P (R) =
1
2(γ + 1)
β4S
R2
. (14)
In both equations, % = 1 g/cm3 is the density of unper-
turbed liquid water, γ = Cp/Cv = 1.222, S is the stopping
power of the crossing ion and β is a parameter whose value
for liquid water is β = 0.86, as shown in reference [11].
As it was demonstrated in reference [21], the properties
of the wave front can be obtained from MD simulations.
The pressure profile as a function of the radius, initially
very sharp, propagates to longer radius as a function of
time, gradually becoming weaker and less sharp. The max-
imum of these distributions can be regarded as the wave
front of the pressure wave and its position and inten-
sity can be directly compared to the results yielded by
equations (13) and (14). This allows the comparison of
simulations.
Fig. 7. Position of the wave front as a function of time for
(a) 200-keV/u and (b) 2-MeV/u carbon ions. Symbols are
results from MD simulations, while lines correspond to the
hydrodynamic model.
Figures 7 and 8 show by symbols, respectively, the posi-
tion and pressure on the wave front as obtained from MD
simulations for (a) carbon ions in the Bragg peak region
(200-keV/u) and (b) carbon ions out of the Bragg peak
region (2-MeV/u). Circles show the results for simula-
tions in the hot cylinder approximation. As was shown
in reference [21] the position and pressure on the front
are reproduced very well by the analytical results. This is
also seen in these figures where the dashed lines show the
results of equations (13) and (14) when the corresponding
stopping powers of each ion are used, see Tables 1 and 2.
The results with initial energy distributions correspond-
ing to the calculated radial doses are different. Let us
start the discussion with the results obtained in the Bragg
peak region (200-keV/u). Figures 7a and 8a show, by tri-
angles, the wave front properties when the radial dose
obtained from pure diffusion is used (i.e., no δ-electrons
included); the squares indicate the results corresponding
to the radial dose distributions including δ-electrons. It
can be seen that the speed of propagation of the wave front
and its pressure are somewhat lower in these two cases as
compared to the hot cylinder approximation. The inten-
sity is only slightly smaller in the case of the radial dose
with δ-electrons included as compared with that without
them.
These results, although lower in absolute value com-
pared to the hot cylinder approximation simulations, seem
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Fig. 8. Pressure on the wave front as a function of its radial
position for (a) 200-keV/u and (b) 2-MeV/u carbon ions. Sym-
bols are results from MD simulations, while lines correspond
to the hydrodynamic model.
to follow the same functional form. Thus, the hydrody-
namic model is still useful to describe them. Nevertheless,
owing to the lower intensity of these shock waves, the stop-
ping power S in equations (13) and (14) has to be replaced
by an effective stopping power which we will denote as
S∆. When δ-electrons are not included (pure diffusion),
S∆/S = 0.82. When they are, S∆/S = 0.7. Therefore, in
the Bragg peak region the consideration of an accurate
radial dose reduces the intensity of the shock wave, for a
given position R, by up to 30% compared to the hot cylin-
der approximation and the role of δ-electrons is small as
expected.
The situation is more drastic out of the Bragg peak
region. As can be clearly seen in Figures 7b and 8b, for
2-MeV/u carbon ions both the wave front velocity and
pressure are heavily reduced when compared to the hot
cylinder situation, when the radial dose is used, especially
when the δ-electrons are included. Without δ-electrons
S∆/S = 0.66 but when they are included S∆/S = 0.34.
The pressures in this case are much lower than those
in the Bragg peak case because of a smaller stopping
power of 2-MeV/u carbon ions compared to 200-keV/u
ions. Moreover the consideration of an accurate radial dose
where δ-electrons carry the energy further away reduces
the intensity of shock waves, for a given position R, by
∼65% compared to the hot cylinder approximation.
The obtained values for S∆ (summarised in Tab. 2) are
not merely fitting parameters but have a physical inter-
pretation. The hydrodynamic treatment of shock waves
assumes that all the energy lost by the projectile is
deposited in a narrow volume around the ion path. The
fact that the hot cylinder approximation (a cylinder of
1 nm radius where all the energy is deposited) agrees with
the hydrodynamic results shows that 1 nm is a distance
short enough to satisfy the assumptions of the model.
However, a reduced effective energy loss S∆ is needed to
reproduce the results arising from the use of the radial
dose. We can try to identify these S∆ values with the
energies deposited within a certain radius around the ion
path, i.e., with a LET. Figure 3 shows the amount of
energy per unit path length deposited within a cylinder
of a given radius ρ. In the case of 200-keV/u carbon ions
the S∆/S = 0.82 (without δ-electrons) and S∆/S = 0.7
(with δ-electrons) values are marked by horizontal dot-
ted lines. It can be seen that in both cases the restricted
stopping powers correspond to the radius ρ∆ ∼ 2 nm. The
same is depicted for the 2-MeV/u case where the val-
ues S∆/S = 0.66 (without δ-electrons) and S∆/S = 0.34
(with δ-electrons) correspond to the radius ρ∆ ∼ 1 nm (see
Tab. 2 for the actual values).
From these results we obtain a qualitative rule of thumb
for determining the real strength of the shock waves:
the wave front features (position and pressure) of the
ion-induced shock waves are well characterised by the
hydrodynamic model but assuming a restricted stopping
power, or LET, S∆, which corresponds to the energy
deposited within the first 1–2 nm from the ion path. Thus,
the importance of accounting for an accurate radial dose
is very clear: secondary electrons propagate the energy
lost by the ion to a certain distance from its path and
the more spread out the energy is the more degraded
the shock wave is. The vast majority of the secondary
electrons (∼75%) are sub-45-eV and they are accurately
described by diffusion. The rest of electrons (∼25%) can
be regarded as δ-electrons and their contribution to the
radial dose can be more easily determined by a spa-
tially restricted LET formula. The more energetic the
δ-electrons are (i.e., the more energetic the primary ion is,
due to the maximum energy that can be transferred to sec-
ondary electrons, Wmax = 4mT/M) the more spread out
the energy is and the more weakened the shock wave will
be. This is less important in the Bragg peak region where
the contribution from δ-electrons is smaller. However, for
larger energy ions δ-electrons have a more important role
and the amount of energy transported out of this 1–2 nm
radius cylinder is more significant. Therefore shock waves
are especially important in the Bragg peak region while
their intensity is strongly suppressed out of it due to the
lower stopping powers of ions and the larger spread of the
deposited energy.
5 Conclusions
This work continues a study of ion-induced shock waves
on the nanometre scale. These waves, predicted to origi-
nate from the paths of high-LET projectiles, are caused
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by a steep decrease of the radial dose within a few
nanometres from the paths. Compared to previous works
that only studied the shock waves in the Bragg peak
region and approximated the radial dose dependence as
a step function, in this work we used the calculated
radial doses as initial conditions for the pressure distri-
bution and obtained a more realistic appearance of wave
fronts. These radial doses also included the contributions
of more energetic δ-electrons which allowed us to extend
the simulations to the region out of the Bragg peak.
The radial doses that include the contributions of sub-
45-eV electrons that comprise almost 80% of secondary
electrons in the Bragg peak region were calculated before.
The transport of those electrons was described by diffu-
sion equations and these provide a good picture of energy
distribution in the track ∼50 fs after the ion traverse when
the track structure is developed. This radial dose distribu-
tion is equivalent to the initial pressure distribution, i.e.,
the structure of the wave front of the shock wave. In this
work, these radial doses were augmented with contribu-
tions of more energetic δ-electrons. This has been done
using a spatially restricted LET formula. As a result the
large radii tails of the radial dose are in a good agree-
ment with experimental data using tissue-equivalent gas
and with Monte Carlo simulation results. The numbers of
sub-45-eV and δ-electrons for ions at different energies
have been determined by means of the singly differen-
tial ionisation inverse mean free path. The addition of
the δ-electrons contribution to the radial dose removes
an adjustable parameter introduced within the diffusion
description, the average energy deposited per inelastic
collision, being now fixed to 15 eV.
These radial doses were used to set up the initial condi-
tions for MD simulations of the ion-induced shock waves.
In this way the validity of the hot cylinder approxima-
tion (all the energy uniformly deposited within a 1-nm
radius cylinder) used in previous works was evaluated.
The main effect of these more realistic simulations is a
more gradual wave front. The difference is especially pro-
nounced outside of the Bragg peak region where the effect
of δ-electrons becomes significant. The strength of shock
waves is influenced by the spread of the wave front. They
are not weakened too much in the Bragg peak region
where the assumption of the calculated radial dose com-
pared to a step function energy distribution decreases its
intensity by ∼30% mainly due to the spread of the wave
front. However, the radial dose effect is much more dra-
matic for large ion energies out of the Bragg peak region.
For 2-MeV/u carbon ions, the strength of the shock wave
(already much less due to the lower stopping power) is
weakened by ∼65%. Therefore, the main conclusion is that
the real strength of the shock wave is determined by the
amount of energy deposited within the innermost part of
the track, i.e., in the cylinder of radius ∼1–2 nm around
the ion path.
For the higher ion energies out of the Bragg peak the
shock waves are heavily weakened due to the increased
influence of δ-electrons on the radial dose. Nonetheless,
in the Bragg peak region, where the contribution from δ-
electrons to the radial dose is not very important, most of
the energy lost by ions is deposited within this innermost
cylinder leading to strong shock waves. All track-structure
simulation codes as well as all current biophysical mod-
els used in IBCT, with the exception of the MSA, have
ignored the impact that ion-induced shock waves might
have on biodamage. While this is permissible for high-
energy ions, the effects of shock waves must be taken into
account for ions in the Bragg peak region.
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